The newest wash in Aurora, Mint Condition Car
Wash, which opened in July 2006, showcases the
latest in car wash technologies. Mint Condition
features the new Water Wizard 2.0 in-bay
automatic. This updated unit is built on the same
reliable gantry as the original Water Wizard, but has
several new options. The new 2.0 can now contour
a vehicle with its adjustable height boom, keeping
the oscillating nozzles at the proper distance from
the vehicle surface during the wash. It also has a
new presoak delivery system and high speed drive,

enabling the gantry to apply the presoak quickly while
maintaining full coverage. The new high speed drive also
allows basic washes to be completed in less than two and
a half minutes! The high speed capability combined with
high reliability makes the Water Wizard 2.0 an optimal
choice for both the Investor and Petroleum markets!

Another new feature on the 2.0 is its
secure web interface. Owners can log
into their car wash over a DSL line, and
monitor and adjust their wash from any
computer with internet access. They can
also combine this feature with the SwipeN-Clean 2.0 to monitor all the cash, credit
and fleet transactions in real time. At
Mint Condition, customers can use their
credit card not only in the automatic and self serve bays, but also at the vacuums
and vending machines. With high speed processing, their cards are validated
before they use any service, ensuring no fraudulent cards are accepted. The Swipe-N-Clean also combines all their
transactions into one, reducing credit card merchant fees.
In the self serve bays, customers can choose from nine different functions to wash their cars. In addition to the
typical soap, clear coat protectant, tire cleaner and presoak, customers can choose from value added services such as
bug remover in the summer and magnesium chloride remover in the winter, as well as triple color conditioner.

